


PERFECTING THE ART OF SMALL

Hyundai’s all-new i20 proves that great things come in small 
packages. The European styling is certainly an eye-catcher 
but that’s just the beginning of the story. Step inside and you’ll 
discover an interior that is far roomier than you would expect 
of a car in this class. Plus it features a long list of standard 
appointments that our competitors will envy. And once you 
take the i20 for a spin, you’ll be amazed at the silk-smooth 
refinement of the new engines. They’re not only powerful 
but fuel efficient as well so that over the long run, you’ll save 
money. And for your peace of mind, it comes with five-star 
safety rating. But most important of all, the i20 is just so much 
fun to drive!



INTRODUCING THE NEW i20
WHEN STYLE MEETS PRACTICALITY



DESIGNED AND EQUIPPED TO WOW
At Hyundai, we believe that a small car purchase should never entail compromises. That’s why premium 
car features like Supervision, our razor sharp display technology and leather seating are now available 
on the i20. Smart key, push button start and remote audio controls add an entirely new dimension of 
comfort and convenience to your daily drive. Indeed at every turn, the i20 elicits surprise and admiration.

Fully Automatic Air Conditioning
The centre console’s metallic finish radiates exceptional quality and 
precision. All switches and control knobs are intelligently laid out for 
intuitive, easy operation. LEDs in Hyundai’s signature blue provide soothing 
backlighting to all gauges and switchgear. Fully automatic air conditioning 
with set-and-forget temperature control is available. A six-speaker audio 
system and AUX/USB/ audio connectors are also available.

295L of Cargo Volume
With its increased rear overhand and high deck with lowered rear 
suspension arms the i20’s trunk capacity has been increased to 295 liters 
(VDA) matching any competitor in its segment for cargo-hauling capability.

Audio Remote Control Steering Wheel
Audio volume controller and mute switch are mounted 
on the steering wheel. Such a feature is uncommon in 
the segment, but once again Hyundai raises the bar for 
improved safety and convenience. 

Push Button Start 
No need to fret over misplaced keys: The i20 engine 
starts with the push of a button. Bundled with the 
Smart Key option.

Smart Key
Smart key uses a proximity sensor to detect your 
presence, allowing you to unlock and lock the doors 
remotely at the press of a button. Folding Key Smart Key

Supervision Cluster
Once exclusively reserved for premium models, the i20’s new Supervision display 
technology is a first in the segment. The benefits are crystal clear: easy-to-read dials with 
a silver finish and pleasant blue-white back-lighting add a touch of elegance. It comes with 
warning indicator lights plus a unique digital multi-info display which informs of the trip 
distance, current audio selection, engine running time, outside temperature, time and date. 
Auto light control and one-touch triple turn signals are also offered.

6-way Driver Seat
The seat cushion features fore and aft slide controls, plus a height adjuster and a 
tilt-adjustable back rest. The headrest and elbow rest can also be fine-tuned for the 
perfect driving position.



ESC + VSM / ABS
The Anti-Lock Braking System employs advanced 
software and control systems to prevent the brakes 
from locking up and losing directional stability. The 
Electronic Stability Program and the Vehicle Stability 
Management System helps you maintain directional 
control when road surfaces become unexpectedly 
twisty or slippery. It all happens automatically, without 
driver intervention.

Six Airbags
Six airbags reveal Hyundai’s uncompromising 
approach to safety engineering.  Dual front airbags, 
front seat side-impact airbags and side curtain 
airbags work together with the seatbelts and the 
available pre-tensioning system (front seats only) 
take small car safety to an unparalleled level.  But 
ultimately, peace of mind is what these six airbags 
provide. You can drive with absolute confidence 
knowing that i20 provides maximum protection for 
you and your passengers.

COMFORTABLE RIDING, EFFICIENCY AND SAFETY
NEVER LOOKED BETTER
The i20 was designed to deliver a higher level of fuel efficiency and employs advanced engine technologies 
to achieve fuel economy leadership. To ensure a stable, safe and comfortable ride, the front wheels feature 
a MacPherson strut front suspension while the rear is equipped with a torsion beam rear axle. Some of 
the i20’s most impressive features are to be found in the safety department such as the six airbags and 
the sophisticated electronics behind the Vehicle Stability Management and Motor Driven Power Steering 
wheel which raise safety to an entirely new level. If you have ever wanted a rear view camera to assist 
you with safer driving in reverse gear, it’s available on the i20. The image is conveniently displayed in the 
electro-chromic rear-view mirror which incorporates a small liquid crystal display screen. In fact, wherever 
you look, you will find the i20’s occupant protection systems are truly uncompromising. And best of all, all 
of this advanced technology will not cost you a fortune because it’s a Hyundai.

Top Gear
A slick-shifting five-speed manual transmission is standard with the 1.25L 
Kappa but the Gamma and diesel U2 area fitted with a six-speed manual. 
A four-speed automatic option is available for the Gamma only.

Smooth and Stable Ride 
The i20’s suspension set-up artfully balances the opposing demands of ride 
comfort and sporty handling. MacPherson struts provide a tried and true classic 
solution for the front set-up while the rear axle is a torsion beam-type. The 
driver gets to enjoy precise, responsive handling while passengers have the 
pleasure of a smooth, stable ride.

Powerful but Economical 
The new 1.25L Kappa incorporates Continuously Variable Valve Timing 
(CVVT) on both the intake and exhaust ports to enhance fuel efficiency and 
power.  With a 87ps rating, it has a maximum torque output of 12.2kg.m.  
The new 1.4L Gamma puts 100ps and 13.9kg.m of torque at your command 
and is mated to six-speed manual. For the growing number of diesel lovers, 
there is the turbocharged intercooled 1.4L U2. Coupled to a six-speed 
manual transmission, the U2 has a maximum horsepower rating of 90ps and 
is capable of generating an incredible 22.4kg.m of peak torque.

1.25 Kappa petrol engine

U2 1.4 diesel engine

1.4 Gamma petrol engine

Rear Parking Assist System + 
Rear View Camera 
For safer parking and backing-up, sensors are 
mounted in the rear bumper to help detect unseen 
obstacles. Should you get a little too close, RPAS 
issues an audible alert to the driver warning of 
the danger.  And for an added touch of safety, 
a tiny camera transmits a rear-view image to 
the rear-view mirror. The camera 
and RPAS are activated when 
the transmission is shifted into 
reverse gear.



THE START OF AN EXCITING JOURNEY
You could choose i20 on the strength of its styling alone. On closer inspection, you’ll discover there is a lot more 
to the i20 story than eye-catching European design. There’s the fun-to-drive factor and the long list of impressive 
features: i20 gives big car safety and big car comfort  at an attractive small car price. Plus, Hyundai offers you 
the luxury of choice. The i20 comes in three- and five-door variants and in three trim levels: the surprisingly well-
equipped base L, the mid-range GL and the top-of-the-line GLS. Whatever way you look at it, the all-new i20 is in 
a class of its own.



Black high gloss finish
For a luxurious finish, the centre stack 
features a glossy black paint treatment with 
a faux carbon grain that imparts a high-tech, 
high performance feeling. 

15" alloy wheel
New six-spoke style 15-inch alloy wheels 
save weight, improve handling and project a 
sporty personality. Mounted with 185/60R 
silica tyres and available as an option on all 
trim levels. 

ECM mirror with rear view camera display
The electro-chromic mirror self-adjusts 
reflectivity between day and night driving and 
is available on all trims. 

Back warning camera + Rear hatch handle
Body-colored rear hatch handle is standard 
on all models. On GL and GLS, a rear view 
camera is available. The rear view image is 
displayed on the electro-chromic rear view 
mirror.

Full auto air conditioning
GL and GLS trim can be ordered with fully 
automatic air conditioning which includes a 
digital readout. Just pre-set the desired 
temperature and it will be automatically 
maintained.

16" alloy wheel
The ultimate wheel package is the 16-inch 
alloy executed in a head-turning 12-spoke 
design and mounted with 195/50R tyres and 
a black Hyundai logo wheel cap. 

14" full size wheel cover
The basic wheelset is a 14-inch steel rim 
covered with a handsome wheel cover. 
Tyres are 175/75R 14-inch type formulated 
with silica for better fuel economy and 
durability.

15" full size wheel cover
An upgrade to 15-inch steel wheels is 
available on all trim levels and comes with a 
sporty multi-spoke wheel cover. Tyres are 
185/50R silica type.

Height adjustable type seatbelt anchor
To ensure the maximum effectiveness of the 
seat belt restraint system, the anchor is 
height adjustable thus ensuring a perfect fit 
regardless of the driver’s height. 

Tilt and telescopic steering
Steering column now features a telescopic 
as well as a tilt adjustment to ensure the 
perfect driving position. 

Seat height adjuster
Ingeniously designed seat height adjustment 
mechanism enables you to instantly raise or 
lower the seat cushion with a simple tug of 
the lever.

Height adjustable 2nd seat headrest
For an added touch of safety and comfort, 
the middle seat in the rear row can be 
ordered with a height adjustable headrest. 

Multi control switch
Adjustment of the side view mirrors and 
power window switches are accessible from 
this conveniently located control module.

Rain sensor
On detecting the very first drops of rain, the 
rain sensor automatically activates 
windshield wipers and turns them off when 
the rain stops.

Auto light control + One-touch turn signal
Auto light control automatically turns 
headlights on at dusk and off at dusk. Single-
touch triple turn signal is now standard on all 
models.

Radiator grille
The new i20 gets a hexagonal-shaped grille, 
a signature design feature of Hyundai’s 
i-family of vehicles. It’s body coloured and 
features glossy-black accents.

AUX + USB
Auxiliary audio input jack and USB plug 
accommodates most types of personal 
music players.

MORE ALL-NEW i20

Headlamps
New-style 4-bulb type headlamps 
incorporate mutli-focus reflectors for 
improved visibility.

Fog lamps
New-style front fog lamps are neatly 
integrated into the bumper and are 
positioned low to the ground for maximum 
effectiveness while driving in misty, foggy 
weather. 

Fog lamp blanking cover
The front fog lamp blanking cover adds a 
stylish note and provides flexibility for an 
upgrade. It can be easily removed to install 
fog lamps at a later date. 

Rear combination lamps
Looking better than ever, the rear 
combination lamps feature a new, tweaked 
design to provide optimal visibility and safety 
in all weather conditions.

Sun roof
Open up the sun roof and let the sunshine 
in. It transforms your driving experience. 
When not needed, a sliding sunshade blocks 
out unwanted sunrays. Available on all trim 
levels.

Chrome door handles
Chrome-coated door handles add an upscale 
look and are bundled with the Smart Key 
option. 

Electric foldable side mirrors
The side mirrors are not only electrically 
adjustable, but can also be folded at the 
touch of a button – just the thing to get you 
out of a tight spot. 





EXTERIOR COLOURS

CORAL WHITE PHW

CLEAN BLUE XEU

BRONZE R2N

PRISTINE BLUE WAU

MAHARAJAH RED NER

SLEEK SILVER RYS

EMBER GRAY SAG

TWILIGHT BLUE TU8

ELECTRIC RED BH

BLACK DIAMOND FR

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

5-Door 3-Door

unit : mm

Type K-1.25 / 5MT (Petrol) γ-1.4 / 6MT (Petrol) γ-1.4 / 4AT (Petrol) U2-1.4 / 6AT (Diesel)

Displacement (cc) 1,248 1,396 1,396 1,396

Bore × Stroke (mm) 71 x 78.8 77 x 74.99 77 x 74.99 75 x 79

Compression ratio 10.5 17.0

Max. Power (ps/rpm) 87 / 6,000 100 / 5,500 100 / 5,500 90 / 4,000

Max. Torque (kg.m/rpm) 12.2 / 4,000 13.9 / 4,200 13.9 / 4,200 22.4 / 1,500 ~ 2,750

Fuel tank capacity (litre) 45

• On leaded fuel engines, power & torque figures vary in accordance with local fuel and climate characteristics. 
• Please ask your dealer for available engines.

Suspension
Front MacPherson Strut

Rear Torsion Beam 

Master Cylinder Tandem AS/TC

Front 14" Disc

Brakes
Rear

K-1.25 Eng. : 8" Drum with ABS(STD) & 14" Disc with ESP(OPT)
γ-1.4 & U2-1.4 Eng. : 14" Disc

Booster Size Single 9" for ABS / Single 10" for ESP

General 4 Spoke steering wheel, Motor driven power steering

Steering wheel
Overall steering gear ratio 48.2

Steering wheel turn (Lock to lock) 2.8

Minimum turning radius (m) 5.2

• Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalogue may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost. 
• Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
• The colour plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colours due to the limitations of the printing process.
• Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colours and trim. 
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